
 
 
 
Conclusions and final discussion session of the course- NASE 2012 – 

Colombia 

 
 
 
 
 
We performed the closing day, which involves the development of the Working Group and the 
general conclusions about the course. Teachers assistants were present and participated Cristian 
Goéz of “Universidad Antonio Nariño de Bogotá”, Pablo Viloria of “Universidad del Atlántico”, 
Ernesto Montes of “Universidad del Atlántico”, Alfonso H. Redondo of “Astronomóvil”, Susana and 
Osvaldo Méndez, of  “Planetario de Barranquilla”, and all participants in the course.  
 
In order to inform the teachers who attended the training NASE the various activities taking place 
in Colombia in regard to astronomy, instructors described the projects, programs and meetings 
that each institution or group perform. It should be noted the work of the Planetarium, in regard 
to the activities for schools and "Astronomóvil" group, especially dedicated to amateur astronomy. 
 
He commented on the importance of NASE workshop for the training of teachers in primary and 
secondary schools in our city. Teachers described the general situation of astronomy education in 
Colombia and the need for more training courses which can incorporate themes of this discipline 
in the classroom.  
 
Colombia is no exception to the general situation of the astronomy education worldwide: although 
the discipline is presented as high impact and facilitator for teaching natural and physical sciences, 
mathematics in general, teachers have difficulty when addressing issues. 
 
Moreover, Colombia participates actively in Astronomy Olympics, so NASE proposed activities that 
are an important part of the training given to young people to address the participation in them.  
 
The group of workshop was delighted about the idea was proposed that the NASE seminar takes 
place in other cities. In principle for 2013 it was proposed in Bogota and in another city in 
Colombia, which will be proposed during the next year.                       
 
Comments were important aspects of the conferences and workshops and mentioned that it 
would be important to evaluate certain workshops where materials are hard to get.  
 
 
 
 
Broadly speaking, for 2013 is expected to have two workshops in Colombia  
 



1.   One in Bogotá, organized by the “Universidad Antonio Nariño”.  
 
2.  A second workshop inside Colombia, considering cities that they are running for that fact, the 
information shall be provided through the network of Colombian astronomy 
 
3. It would be important to have a representative of IAU-NASE in both workshops and so 
requested by the NASE-Atlantic group based in Barranquilla. 

 

Colombia, November 2012. 

 


